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Introduction

We look forward to
meeting you in March

W

ith the inaugural Formulation & Drug Delivery
USA Congress and co-located Inhalation & Drug
Delivery USA Congress taking place in March 2018
in San Diego, I am delighted to provide some details
on a few of the key features for the 2018 congress.
With the UK based sister event now in its 4th year as the
most senior level and successful Formulation & Drug Delivery
forum in Europe, I am excited to bring this event to the US
market! The 2018 event will bring together over 150 attendees
from leading US based pharma & biotech companies and feature
50+ presentation on key topics within Large Molecule Drugs
Formulation, Advances in Small Molecule Drug Delivery, Small
Molecule Drug Formulation, Large Molecule Drug Delivery,
Development & Formulation of Inhaled Therapies and Inhalation
Devices: Product Design & Alternative Therapeutic Fields.
Alongside the world-class keynote addresses and industry led
presentations, there will be extensive networking opportunities
throughout the two day event. After the first day of the congress,
you can unwind with refreshments on us at the networking drinks
and catch up & knowledge share with your peers about the hot
topics of the day.
Read on for a range of interesting interviews and insights
with some of 2018’s industry-leading speakers and participating
sponsors, and I look forward to welcoming you to the 2018
Congress in March - Hayley Watson, Portfolio Director

www.oxfordglobal.co.uk |
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150+ senior level attendees from leading pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical, biotechnology, diagnostics, CRO
and solution provider companies.
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Highly esteemed members of academic and government institutions.
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developed
a muscle relaxant in an extended-release
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range of proprietary technologies, Adare has the expertise
bring this enhanced dosage form to the global market. This
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To learn more about Diffucaps® Customized Release
Technology or to explore partnership opportunities,
Timed Polymer
please email BusDev@adarepharma.com
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visit www.AdarePharma.com.
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Drug Substance

Seal-Coat Polymer

With Diffucaps® technology, extended-release (ER) beads
were developed, allowing medication delivery over a
period of 24 hours after dose administration.2

References:
1. Richter A, Anton
SF, Koch P, Dennett SL. The impact of reducing dose frequency on health outcomes. Clin Ther. 2003;25(8):2307-2335. 2. Data on file.
A
transformative
partnership
Adare Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Adare collaborated with a private partner to satisfy an unmet
need for a QD formulation of a muscle relaxant. Prior to codevelopment, the US patents for the immediate release (IR)
formulation of this product, dosed TID, had expired. Several
companies were previously unsuccessful in developing
a QD formulation of this product. The key formulation
objective was developing a QD, modified-release
dosage form.2

DIFFUCAPS is a registered trademark of Adare Pharmaceuticals S.r.l.
©2016 Adare Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
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Speaker Q&A

IN CONVERSATION WITH...
DR. MANSOOR AMIJI
University Distinguished Professor and Co-Director of
Northeastern University Nanomedicine Education and
Research Consortium (NERC), Northeastern University

“THERE IS TREMENDOUS GROWTH POTENTIAL
FOR LARGE MOLECULE DELIVERY IN THE US”
The Formulation and Drug Delivery industry is steadily
advancing. What do you think are likely to be the most
exciting developments for the industry over the next
couple of years?
The area that I see developing significantly in the next
few years, which represents both significant opportunity and
challenge in formulation and targeted delivery, is the development of nucleic acid therapeutics. We see tremendous excitement in terms of nucleic acid-based therapeutics, especially with
siRNA, microRNA, messenger RNA, CRISPR, etc. However, all of
these promising experimental approaches are currently limited
by lack of efficient and specific delivery of the payload. Overcoming the delivery challenge for nucleic acid therapeutics will
usher a wonderful new era of biological therapeutics and may
potentially fulfil the promise of personalized medicine.

“Overcoming the delivery challenge for
nucleic acid therapeutics will usher a
wonderful new era of biological therapeutics
and may potentially fulfil the promise of
personalized medicine.”
In what direction do you feel the large molecule drug
delivery US market is heading?
I believe there is tremendous growth potential for large
molecule delivery in the US, especially with proteins and nucleic
acid. Protein therapeutics, including enzymes and antibodies, will
continue to lead in the short term. However, in the future, I am
very optimistic that nucleic acid therapeutics will revolutionize
medical practice.
What do you feel are the biggest challenges the industry is
currently facing, as well as the challenges you are facing in
your own research and how do you overcome this?
The complexities of the formulation that need to be
developed in order to deliver biological payloads add two major
challenges. First, the cost of research and development of these
delivery systems creates a fundamental issue in turns of the
potential on investment and economic incentives for companies
to embark on these projects, especially those who are looking
for quick turn-arounds. Second, the regulatory agencies in the
US and other parts of the world have not provided adequate
guidance on what are the necessary regulatory requirements for
approval of products. One strategy that we have used in development of drug delivery solution is based on modular platform
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Dr. Mansoor Amiji is currently the University Distinguished
Professor in the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Co-Director of Northeastern University Nanomedicine Education
and Research Consortium (NERC) at Northeastern University
in Boston, MA. NERC oversees a doctoral training program in
Nanomedicine Science and Technology that was co-funded by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Science
Foundation (NSF). Dr. Amiji received his BS degree in pharmacy
from Northeastern University in 1988 and a PhD in pharmaceutical sciences from Purdue University in 1992.
His research is focused on development of biocompatible
materials from natural and synthetic polymers, target-specific
drug and gene delivery systems for cancer and infectious
diseases, and nanotechnology applications for medical diagnosis,
imaging, and therapy. His research has received over $18 million
in sustained funding from the NIH, NSF, private foundations, and
the pharmaceutical/biotech industries.
Dr. Amiji teaches in the professional pharmacy program and in
the graduate programs of Pharmaceutical Science, Biotechnology, and Nanomedicine. He has
published six books and over 200
book chapters, peer-reviewed
articles, and conference proceedings. He has received
a number of honors
and awards including
the Nano Science and
Technology
Institute’s
Award for Outstanding
Contributions
towards
the Advancement of
Nanotechnology, Microtechnology, and Biotechnology, American Association of Pharmaceutical
Scientists (AAPS) Meritorious
Manuscript Award, Controlled
Release Society’s (CRS)
Nagai Award, and
the AAPS and CRS
Fellowships.

that be “mixed and matched” for different delivery needs. This
may alleviate some of the cost concerns that are tied to customizing the delivery system for each payload.
You will be presenting ‘Targeted Nanoparticles For Genetic
Reprogramming In Cancer And Inflammatory Diseases’ at
this year’s congress. Why is this a particularly hot topic of
discussion at present?
Genetic approaches that can potentially alter the cellular
phenotype offer an interesting paradigm in contemporary
therapy for chronic diseases such as cancer and inflammatory/
autoimmune diseases. Our approach focuses on transfection of
genetic constructs, including plasmid DNA and microRNA in cells,
using non-viral nanoparticle-based delivery system and showing
the therapeutic potential in cancer and inflammatory diseases
Dr. Mansoor Amiji will be speaking on Day 2 of our
Formulation and Drug Delivery USA Congress in our
Large Molecule Drug Delivery stream:
Targeted Nanoparticles For Genetic Reprogramming
In Cancer And Inflammatory Diseases

Insight Article

FORMULATION CHARACTERIZATION OF PARATHYROID
HORMONE PTH (1-34) COATED ON A NOVEL
TRANSDERMAL MICROPROJECTION DELIVERY SYSTEM:
WATER DETERMINATION
MAHMOUD AMERI, SHELLEY C FAN & YUH FUN MAA

T

o ensure pharmaceutical product quality and consistency,
the drug product needs to be thoroughly characterized
during development, which eventually supports setting
rational specifications for clinical and commercial manufacturing. International Conference on Harmonization (ICH)
provides a guideline on setting specifications to important
attributes of drug products of common dosage forms such as
solid oral drug products, liquid oral drug products, and parenterals and encourages the application of this guideline to other
dosage forms. This generalization can become the underlying
thinking of the regulatory agent even in assessing the proposed
specifications of a drug product originated from a novel technology or a unique dosage form. Thus, it is the innovator’s burden
to find a creative way to characterize the product or propose
that alternative methods are more suitable for the intended
characterization. This investigation demonstrated such challenges in determining the water content of a dry parathyroid
hormone 1-34, or PTH(1-34), formulation coated on a novel
transdermal microprojection delivery system. The most unique
feature of the product is the uniform distribution of a minute
amount of PTH (1-34) formulation (0.03 mcg PTH or 0.06 mcg of
total formulation solid) on the tip of each microprojection. Due
to this special product configuration, this solid-state formulation
is unique to all other dosage forms. Water is a potent plasticizer
for amorphous glasses because of its low Tg (-135ºC).
Water content determination is normally required for
solid-state, particularly lyophilized, biopharmaceutical powder
formulations due to the water’s destabilizing effect on proteins/
peptides by lowering the formulation’s Tg . For the same reason,
the FDA required the water content of PTH formulation be
measured and be part of finished product release specifications
despite the major difference of the two dosage forms. The
standard powder dosage form can be conveniently weighed
out and loaded into the sample cell/pan, i.e., easy sample
weight adjustment to exceed the detection limit of the method.
However, there is no such flexibility for PTH where 80 mcg of
formulation is uniformly loaded on a titanium array whose
weight is ~15 mg. Thus, the weight of the formulation makes up
~0.5% of the weight of the coated array and the water content
may be ~0.005% of the total sample weight. Certainly, the
three-dimensional array configuration (a circular area of 2 cm2)
makes sample loading difficult, if not impossible. In addition, the
exceedingly large surface area of the array that is not coated
by formulation may allow moisture absorption during sample
preparation, thereby compromising the accuracy of the test.
Overall, identifying a water determination method for the PTH
formulation is a challenge. Still, the strategy here is to evaluate

water determination methodologies commonly used in pharmaceutical applications for the purpose of gaining easy access to
commercially available instrumentation, avoiding the lengthy
development time required, and minimizing method validation
hurdles for new methodologies.
Loss-on-drying and titration may be the most commonly
used methodologies listed in the US Pharmacopeia (USP) for
water content determination. To analyze samples of low water
contents, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is the most sensitive
loss-on drying method while Karl Fischer (KF) is the most
effective titration approach. Another frequently used method is
near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy. However, this method has its
drawbacks for PTH. It requires calibration samples of different
water contents to be determined by a direct method such as
TGA or KF titration. The sensitivity of NIR spectroscopy is lower
than TGA and Karl Fischer and requires a water amount in the
milligram range. Therefore, this study focused on evaluating
the feasibility of TGA and Karl Fischer for determining the water
content in PTH.
We applied creative approaches to investigate the feasibility
of determining the water content of the coated PTH formulation
using TGA and KF titration. TGA is not a feasible methodology
because water loss during heat scan is not a single-phase event
and is interfered by another volatile compound, acetic acid.
More important, the weight of the titanium array itself exceedingly outweighed the water amount in the formulation. TGA is
simply not sensitive enough for the individual coated arrays,
and this problem could not be overcome by pooling multiple
coated array samples. Although KF titration allowed pooling >20
array samples to overcome its sensitivity challenge, the sample
preparation procedure, working in the dry box, the need in
preparing control samples, and conditioning the samples to a
pre-determined condition during sample preparation, made KF
titration impractical as a routine product release method. More
important, direct KF measurement did not yield more information than what’s predicted by the moisture sorption isotherm. We
proposed two approaches capable of ensuring the formulation’s
moisture content without directly measuring the water content.
Overall, the study presents an example of adopting an outside
the box thinking to characterize a novel transdermal product
with a unique dosage form, which is otherwise difficult to satisfy
the regulatory requirement
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Webinar Excerpt

WEBINAR EXCERPT:
ADVANCES IN SMALL DRUGS
FORMULATION RESEARCH
When was the last time you developed a new chemical
entity which had good and equal solubility?

David Elder: It can happen once in a while. My current role
involves tuitions for GSK so I get the chance to see a lot of their
external portfolios and it isn’t just a big pharma issue. Most of
the APIs that I have looked at over the last 10 years or so, both
internally and externally, have been poorly soluble and typically
BCS Class 2 compounds.

“Most of the APIs that I have looked at over
the last 10 years or so, both internally and
externally, have been poorly soluble and
typically BCS Class 2 compounds.”
What is the correlation in the solubility determination
between the annealing method and the starting point
depression method?
René Holm: The annealing method is not very old and has
only been described around 4-5 years ago but has developed
serious rhetoric. We tried to make a collaboration with the group
in Belfast and in Dublin to compare those two methods on a
PUP and a copolymer PUPUA on five different compounds. We
published our findings from this in an APS journal. There is a
very good collaboration between the two but there is no doubt
that there are astute requirements on the different methods
to work depending on melting point and blast transition. So
the annealing method is effective in some situations at a high
melting point and when pressure goes up but overall they both
seem to work relatively well and give the same predictions.
Did you use amorphous phase of drug with PVP?
RH: No, I did not have a physical mixture. I only had the pure
amorphous compound plus the amorphous polymer stabilisers
so there are no physical mixtures
Is there an effect on the molecular rate of the polymer
release mechanisms on the system?
RH: I think that there definitely is. It would be natural to
assume that it would be the time that it takes to hydrate the
systems which will define the dissolution rate. However, we have
PVP which is activated and is fairly soluble in water and it has
started to combine with other polymers instantly with PDA and
this changes the picture quite significantly. There is a lot of data
out there about this which is published in literature.

Insight Article

David Elder, Director,
Product Development,
GlaxoSmithKline
David Elder has over 38 years
of experience at a variety
of different pharmaceutical
companies. He is currently a
director within the product
development group in GSK
R&D. Dr Elder is a member of
the British Pharmacopoeia, Royal Society of Chemistry
UK and the Chairman of the Joint Pharmaceutical
Analysis Group, UK. Alongside these, he is also a fellow
of the RSC and a member for the Royal Pharmaceutical
Society.
David has presented regularly on drug development
and drug delivery and has given over 100 presentations
at scientific symposia. He has nearly 80 publications
and has also co-edited one book on the Analytical
Characterisation and Separation of Oligonucleotides
and their Impurities and a second on the ICH Quality
Guidelines.
René Holm, Senior Director,
Pharmaceutical Science,
H. Lundbeck A/S
Dr Holm joined Lundbeck
in 2001 and works within
pharmaceutical development,
formulations for non-clinical
testing in drug discovery,
physical
chemistry,
and
meta-real science. He is
now responsible for the
functional unit and sharing development within the
pharmaceutical sciences and CMC biologics.

FARADAY WAVES–BASED MESHLESS
POCKET-SIZE ULTRASONIC NEBULIZERS*

C.S. TSAI1, S.C. TSAI2,
R.W. MAO1, K. SHAHVERDI1,
Y. ZHU1, S. LIN1, G. BOSS3,
M. BRENNER4,5, S. MAHON4,
AND G. SMALDONE6

D

rugs designed to treat pulmonary diseases or for systemic
absorption through the lung require optimal particle
(aerosol) size (2 to 6µm) for efficient delivery. Current
commercial ultrasonic nebulizers utilize piezoelectric
disk with an active vibrating mesh or a passive screening mesh to
produce medicinal aerosols. These devices produce aerosols with
uncontrolled sizes and broad (polydisperse) size distributions,
resulting in inefficient delivery of expensive drugs. Furthermore,
they often clog due to the mesh component of the design and
overheat due to the high drive power required. The innovation
and potential applications of Faraday waves-based meshless
pocket-size ultrasonic nebulizers reported here were highlighted
in Technology [2, 75-81, 2014].
The key element of this new nebulizer, the patented
centimeter-size nozzle (Fig.1), consists of drive and resonator
sections batch-fabricated in a silicon wafer using the wellestablished MEMS technology. A megaherz (MHz) drive voltage
is applied to the PZT transducer to excite vibrations along the
resonator section made of multiple Fourier horns in resonance.
The resonance-enhanced vibration displacement on the end face
of the distal horn facilitates instability of Faraday waves on the
medicinal layer (transported via a silica tube) resting on the end
face. Droplets are ejected from the end face when its vibration

Dept. of Elec. Eng. and Comp. Science;
Dept. of Chem. Eng. and Materials Science, University of
California, Irvine, CA 92697, USA;
3
Dept. of Medicine, University of California, San Diego, CA 92093;
4
Div. of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine;
5
Beckman Laser Institute and Medical Clinics, University of
California, Irvine, CA 92697;
6
Univ. Medical Center and Dept. of Medicine, Pulmonary/
Critical Care Div., State Univ. of New York at Stony Brook,
NY 11790
1
2

displacement exceeds the onset threshold. The single resonance
frequency ensures narrow size distribution of the droplets
ejected and very low drive power. The mean droplet size is
inversely proportional to the drive frequency. For the frequency
range of 3.5 to 0.5 MHz, the mean droplet size ranges from 2 to
6µm, requiring subwatt electrical drive power.
A large number of the centimeter-size nozzles of same or
different designs can be simultaneously fabricated in a common
silicon wafer using the MEMS technology, e.g. >300 nozzles in
a typical 8”-silicon wafer. One or more nozzles can be installed
in a cartridge and actuated using a common electronic driver.
Current commercial ultrasonic nebulizers are bulky and lack
capability to be batch-produced. Fully integrated clog-free
battery-run pocket-size nebulizers (Figure 2) have been realized
to aerosolize, with desirable aerosol characteristics a variety
of common pulmonary drugs such as albuterol and Promixins
as well as experimental drugs such as cobinamide and gamma
interferon. Using the 3-D printing technology, the ultimate
manufacturing cost of the new nebulizers will be drastically
reduced. Thus, the Faraday waves-based meshless pocket-size
ultrasonic nebulizers have demonstrated imminent applications
to pulmonary drug delivery

Dr Holm is co-author and author of more than 90
original articles in peer-reviewed journals and patents
in the field of biopharmaceutics and Preformulation.
René is also an Adjunct Associate Professor in Drug
Delivery at the Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences,
Copenhagen University.

Liquid reservoir

There is not much to systematically change in the selection
of the polymer and copolymers mixtures. There is no doubt that
it creates and bond which is fine and that the biofunction will
perform well and that by selecting them systematically this is
something that we request of the scientific society

Aerosols
Fig. 1. Architecture of silicon-based 3-Fourier horn
ultrasonic nozzle

Fig. 2. A 2 MHz integrated meshless ultrasonic nebulizer

This was an excerpt from the free webinar, ‘Advances in Small Drugs Formulation Research’, from our UK event.
The full webinar recording is available on our website: www.formulation-congress.com/view-free-webinar-recording/
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C.S. Tsai, Chancellor’s Professor of UC Irvine
*Supported by NIH (Counter ACT U54-NS063718, AMRMC W81XWH-12-2-0114) of USA.
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FORMULATION BASED
VERSUS PHYSICALMECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
BASED PATCH DESIGN
MONICA C. CHUONG, PH.D.
Associate Professor of Pharmaceutics, Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences University

T

his presentation will discuss thermal penetration
enhancement described in Chapter 19 in Integrated
Pharmaceutics: Applied Preformulation, Product Design
and Regulator Science (Antoine AA et al., Wiley 2013) as
well as an innovative patch fabricated in our lab. The studied
patch is an emulsion of the eutectic mixture of lidocaine and
tetracaine (in 70 mg/70 mg per patch) in a reservoir design that
uses controlled heat-assisted drug delivery (CHADD) system to
generated heat (which will not exceed 40oC during the administration) to decrease the lag time for a local anesthetic effect
by increasing the drug’s diffusion coefficient. We constructed
the phase diagram of oil (eutectic mixture of lidocaine and
tetracaine), water and sorbitan monopalmitate (a non-ionic
surfactant which is known to be less irritating than an ionic surfactant). Emulsions were observed at 8:1:1, 7:2:1, 3:6:1, 2:7:1 and
1:8:1 by weight in an oil/water/surfactant phase diagram. Water
loss study was further designed and the permeability coefficients
of lidocaine and tetracaine were computed using Potts and Guy
equation and reported in AAPS annual meeting poster sections.
In order to understand the release profiles of both active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API), a reverse phase HPLC method
which was validated by stability indication assay was developed
in the lab to simultaneously quantify both. As there is no compendium described in vitro dissolution medium preparation for
topical and transdermal patches, we further proposed a medium
preparation. The in vitro release results were compared to a
subject-reported general assessments of effectiveness of Synera
patch before a vascular access procedure in a double-blinded,
paired study of 82 adult volunteers to confirm its appropriateness.

Sponsor Article

Monica Chuong, Associate
Professor of Pharmaceutics,
MCPHS University
Monica Chuong is currently
an
Associate
Professor
of Pharmaceutics at the
Massachusetts
College
of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences (MCPHS) University,
Boston, MA. The teaching
she contributes are Pharmaceutics Lab I and II,
Pharmaceutical Technology, Controlled Drug Delivery,
Bioprocess Unit Op, Unit Op in Cosmetic and Food
Sciences, Introduction to Cosmetic and Personal Care
Products, and Pharmaceutical Particulate Science. She
received her Ph.D. degree from University of Houston
in 2004, and postdoctoral training at Oregon State
University 2005-6. She served as the chairperson of
AAPS Northeast Regional Discussion Group in 2012,
and now as the chair of AAPS Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredient Manufacturing Technology Focus Group.
She is also a member of Society of Cosmetic Chemists.

As to the formulation, we used only one local anesthetic
(among lidocaine, tetracaine and prilocaine, but doubled its
strength), and selected a chemical enhancer which paired best
to form eutectic. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were applied.
Water and surfactant were next added to the oil phase to form
an emulsion which was followed by the addition of preservative,
viscosity increasing agent, pH adjuster etc. to fabricate into the
drug reservoir layer

Monica C. Chuong, Ph.D. will be speaking on Day 1 of
our Formulation and Drug Delivery USA Congress in
our Advances In Small Molecule Drug Delivery stream
with her presentation:
Topical Patch Design For Immediate Drug Release

ORALLY
DISINTEGRATING
TABLETS
Designed With Patients in Mind:
The Art of Patient-Centric Drug Formulation

P

atient-centric
formulations
and
dosage forms can benefit a range of
target patient populations. They may
also improve the market value of a
pharmaceutical product, especially when
drug formulation technologies are considered throughout the drug development
process. Drug delivery technologies can be
used to meet the needs of certain patient
populations, such as pediatric, geriatric,
and dysphagic patients; adolescents;
and patients with neurological disorders,
thereby encouraging adherence while
supporting optimal disease management
and improved outcomes.

Certain patient populations, including
geriatric and pediatric patients, and patients
who suffer from neurological disorders,
often have difficulties swallowing tablet
or capsule dosage forms. Dysphagia is
seen in elderly populations with up to 22%
prevalence in those aged over 50 years in
the community setting—with even higher
prevalence in assisted living facilities and
nursing homes.1 With pediatric patients,
there is often a fear of choking when swallowing a solid oral dosage form, whereas
the practice of “cheeking” (hiding medications in one’s cheeks to avoid swallowing)
often occurs in institutionalized psychiatric
patients.
Patient-centric dosage forms, such
as orally disintegrating tablets (ODTs),
offer easier administration for patients
who experience nausea or vomiting, and
those with difficulty swallowing, including
elderly and pediatric patients, people who
have had a stroke, and patients who are
bedridden. ODTs combine the advantages
of an easy-to-swallow dosage form, such
as a liquid, with the administration convenience of a tablet for increased adherence,
particularly for pediatric and geriatric
patients, and can address cheeking issues
among psychiatric patients.
ODTs demonstrate a strong trend
in the pharmaceutical industry, and the
demand for ODTs is projected to reach
$3.6 billion by 2020.2 Preferred by patients
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over traditional dosage forms, ODTs are
designed to disintegrate rapidly on the
tongue. Disintegration should result in
an easy-to-swallow, smooth suspension
and, ideally, contain taste-masked drug
microparticles to eliminate bitter drug aftertaste. According to the US FDA Guidance
for Industry Orally Disintegrating Tablets,
ODTs should disintegrate within approximately 30 seconds or less with no need for
chewing or drinking liquids, meaning ODTs
should be able to be administered by the
patient with or without water.3
Geriatric patients face additional
administration burdens because of the
need to take multiple drugs, multiple
times throughout the day. Dosage form
design has helped address needs of elderly
patients through variations of size, color,
and shape, whereas long-acting formulations or combination products can assist in
reducing pill burden.
By making drugs more palatable,
taste-masking can improve compliance
and extend product reach to patients who
are more taste sensitive, such as pediatric
patients. In the pediatric market (which is
forecasted to be the fastest growing global
drug market over the next 10 years) drug
adherence can be challenging due to bitter-tasting medication.4
Patient nonadherence to medication results in an annual revenue loss of
approximately $564 billion for the global
pharmaceutical industry—in fact, this is
a conservative estimate.5 Factors such
as unpleasant taste, inconvenience, and
difficulty in administration, coupled with
determinants of taste preference, such as
genes, gender, and cultural and regional
differences, are driving pharmaceutical
companies to seek partnerships with drug
delivery companies that have a proven
track record in meeting patients’ unmet
medical needs.
Table 1 demonstrates how patient
needs can be addressed by specific dosage
forms. By addressing specific unmet

Anthony Recupero, PhD, is Senior
Director Business Development at
Adare Pharmaceuticals, where he
is responsible for global business
development and licensing. Over
the past 20 years, he has held
several other business development
and marketing positions in the
biotechnology, bioinformatics, and
biochemical industries. He earned
his PhD in Cell and Molecular
Biology from the University of
Cincinnati and completed his
postdoctoral research in Molecular
Oncology at the Cleveland Clinic.
patient needs, a unique formulation with
a novel technology can add market value
and differentiate the product, especially
if it competes in a crowded therapeutic
area. Market exclusivity can be protected
by technology and product patents,
potentially minimizing generic intrusion.
An expert drug development partner with
a broad range of proprietary technologies
and experience in developing complex
drug formulations, can optimize R&D
returns by reformulating existing products
or creating entirely new products.
COMMERCIAL SUCCESS OF
PATIENT-CENTRIC FORMULATIONS
The World Health Organization (WHO)
estimates that there are approximately
3.2 million children worldwide living
with HIV.6 VIREAD® (tenofovir disoproxil
fumarate) was originally approved by
the FDA in 2001 as a once-daily 300 mg
tablet for individuals aged 18 years and
above for the treatment of HIV-1 infection
in combination with other antiretroviral
agents. In March 2010, the 300 mg dose
was approved for use in the United States
for adolescents aged 12 to 17 years, and in
January 2012, three lower-strength, oncedaily tablets of VIREAD in doses of 150
mg, 200 mg, and 250 mg were approved
for children aged 6 to 12 years.7 In order
to provide a pediatric-optimized dosage

www.oxfordglobal.co.uk |
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Table 1: Specialised patient needs

Disintegration within 30 seconds,
with rapid and complete release in the
stomach

Fig. 2: The Microcaps® coacervation process can be used for
varying particle shapes

• Delivery of a taste-masked ODT with
excellent organoleptic properties for
patient acceptance, including taste,
mouth feel, and swallowability
Using Microcaps technology, the
API crystals were microencapsulated. The
taste-masking process was combined with
AdvaTab® Orally Disintegrating Tablets—
providing the added benefit of rapid disintegration in the mouth without the need to
administer with water.

The technology features robust
tablets that are suitable for multiple
packaging configurations, including pushthrough blister packs (Figure 3) and high
drug-loading capability—up to 500 mg.
SUMMARY

ODT PATIENT SATISFACTION STUDY
Patient convenience and satisfaction
with the AdvaTab ODT formulation was
measured in a study of 97 patients who
had been taking the IR formulation.8
form, the drug needed to be reformulated.
Gilead Sciences, Inc., partnered with Adare
to develop a pediatric oral powder formulation of VIREAD.8

chronic disease states with intermittent
symptoms, medication nonadherence is a
common occurrence and is associated with
poorer outcomes.15

By using Microcaps® Taste Masking
Technology, Adare delivered VIREAD
oral powder. Microcaps technology
provides complete and uniform polymeric
membranes of adjustable thickness,
thereby effectively taste-masking drug
particles.

Adare was approached by its partner
to consider patient-centric needs for the
brand. The solution would be the development of a taste-masked ODT. In just 18
months, Adare developed an ODT form of
the drug—from formulation, to successful
pharmacokinetic (PK) testing, and completion of a new drug application filing with
the FDA.

Study results have shown that VIREAD
oral powder achieved clinical bioequivalence compared with the original VIREAD
tablet formulation.8
To help encourage accurate dosing,
VIREAD oral powder features a multidose
bottle with a calibrated measuring scoop.
The use of Microcaps technology provided
effective taste-masking of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API).8 VIREAD oral
powder has been approved by the FDA
and the European Commission.8-10,*

This dosage form was bioequivalent to
the existing doses, and met the following
criteria:
• An immediate release (IR) ODT with
dose-proportional
formulations
to
enable clinicians to titrate the medication

Another example of patient-centric
formulation success was the development of an ODT formulation of a central
nervous system (CNS) drug, which was
co-developed by Adare with a private
partner. Estimates are that this CNS
condition affects 0.6% to 1% of the US
population, with the highest incidences
in young children and the elderly.11 The
condition has a nonadherence rate of 30%
to 50%. These patients may also have low
self-management skills, require caregiver
support, and have a high prevalence of
depression as a comorbidity.12
Another significant CNS condition has
been shown to affect approximately 5.7
million adults in the US in a given year.13
Furthermore, the National Center for Health
Statistics reported that within a 10-year
period, the diagnosis of this CNS disorder
among adults had almost doubled. In the
same time period, the number of diagnoses
of this CNS disorder increased by 40 times
in children and adolescents.14 As in many
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Patients found the AdvaTab ODT to
be significantly more convenient than
the IR reference product (P<0.001) (see
Figure 1), with convenience being defined
as ease of use, ease of planning when to
use, and convenient to take as instructed.
Significantly more patients reported that
they were more adherent with the AdvaTab
ODT than the IR reference product. Overall,
both patients and caregivers significantly
preferred the AdvaTab ODT over the IR
product.8
TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
Taste may be the most important
organoleptic property for the acceptance
of oral drugs, and many drugs require
taste-masking. As such, many methods
have been developed, with varying levels
of success. Methods for taste-masking
include sugar or flavoring additions and

Fig. 1: Patient satisfaction survey: dosage from preference8

matrix. Each ODT is formulated to achieve
an acceptable taste, a disintegration time
of approximately 30 seconds or less,
and desired release profile. Additionally,
AdvaTab tablets enable rapid disintegration in the mouth without water. AdvaTab
tablets have been formulated to be bioequivalent to IR RLDs.

more sophisticated methods involving
wax coatings, heat treatments, chemical
modifications, and sensory blocking, such
as with Microcaps technology.
Microcaps
technology
achieves
a uniform and efficient drug particle
(crystal, granulate, or liquid) coating and
may enhance overall patient adherence
by improving the product’s acceptability.
Microencapsulation technology employs
versatile and precise coating techniques
to encapsulate individual drug particles.
This process uses coacervation (ie, phase
separation) and can also incorporate a
spray-coating process, creating polymeric
membranes of varying degrees of porosity
and thickness to completely encapsulate
drug particles. The membrane improves
taste by forming a barrier between the
drug and taste buds in the mouth.
The taste-masking membrane may
comprise at least one gastrosoluble
organic, inorganic, or polymeric poreformer. The gastrosoluble pore-former
of the taste-masking membrane, being

insoluble at saliva pH, provides effective
taste-masking when placed in the oral
cavity; however, the pore-former rapidly
dissolves upon entry into the stomach for
rapid release of the drug from coated/
taste-masked drug particles, thereby
enhancing the probability of success in
achieving bioequivalence to an IR reference
listed drug (RLD).

Patient-centric drug delivery enables
the development of customized products
across multiple patient populations,
enhancing disease management through
improved patient adherence. By partnering
with an expert in drug delivery technology,
whose portfolio features a broad range of
proprietary technologies, pharmaceutical
companies have the potential to add
further value to their products and extend
market exclusivity
Fig. 3: Push-through blister packs

In
addition
to
taste-masking,
Microcaps technology can be combined
with customized release profiles and used
for encapsulation of liquids for oral powder
delivery. Microcaps technology can also
be used to separate incompatible APIs in
fixed dose combination products. Figure 2
shows examples of various microencapsulated drug particles.
This versatile multifunctional technology has been used alone and in
combination with other technologies to
create innovative patient-centric dosage
forms. AdvaTab tablets incorporate coated
drug particles that are uniformly dispersed
in a low-moisture, rapidly disintegrating
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